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ABSTRACT
Batey, Michael. M.S.. Purdue University. August, 1996. Study of the Radiative Properties
of Inhomogeneous Stratocumulus Clouds. Major Professor: Harshvardhan
Clouds play an important role in the radiation budget of the atmosphere. A good
understanding of how clouds interact with solar radiation is necessary when considering
their effects in both general circulation models and climate models.
This study examined the radiative properties of clouds in both an inhomogeneous
cloud system, and a simplified cloud system through the use of a Monte Carlo model. The
purpose was to become more familiar with the radiative properties of clouds, especially
absorption, and to investigate the excess absorption of solar radiation from observations
over that calculated from theory. The first cloud system indicated that the absorptance
actually decreased as the cloud's inhomogeneity increased, and that cloud forcing does not
indicate any changes.
The simplified cloud system looked at two different cases of absorption of solar
radiation in the cloud. The absorptances calculated from the Monte Carlo is compared to
a correction method for calculating absorptances and found that the method can over or
underestimate absorptances at cloud edges. Also the cloud edge effects due to solar
radiation points to a possibility of overestimating the retrieved optical depth at the edge,
and indicates a possible way to correct for it. The effective cloud fraction (No) for a long
time has been calculated from a cloud's reflectance. From the reflectance it has been
observed that the N_ for most cloud geometries is greater than the actual cloud fraction
(Nc) making a cloud appear wider than it is optically. Recent studies we have performed
used a Monte Carlo model to calculate the N, of a cloud using not only the reflectance but
oo.
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also the absorptance. The derived N_'s from the absorptance in some of the Monte Carlo
runs di,:l not give the same results as derived from the reflectance.
This study also examined the inhomogeneity of clouds to find a relationship
between larger and smaller scales, or wavelengths, of the cloud. Both Fourier transforms
and wavelet transforms were used to analyze the liquid water content of marine
stratocumulus clouds taken dining the ASTEX project. From the analysis it was found
that the energy in the cloud is not uniformly distributed but is greater at the larger scales
than at the smaller scales. This was determined by examining the slope of the power
spectrum, and by comparing the vzuiability at two scales from a wavelet analysis.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Clouds are an integral part of the earth-atmosphere system. As such, clouds play a
major role in the many changes brought about by the subsystems existing between the
earth and its atmosphere. One of those subsystems is the hydrological cycle. This is the
process by which water evaporates, rises, and condenses to become clouds. They then
complete the cycle by returning the condensed water back to the earth's surface as
precipitation. On the meso-scale, clouds can interact with even the smallest region by
taking the form of thunderstorms.
Another subsystem with which clouds interact is that of the earth's solar energy.
Clouds reflect a percentage of the sun's radiation back to space and at the same time
absorb both solar and infra-red (IR) radiation. These interactions play a big part in the
earth's energy budget.
The role that clouds play in absorbing solar radiation has been under considerable
study for at least the last Ibur decades. One of the first experiments of cloud solar
absorption was done by Fritz and MacDonald (1951), who looked at cloud optical
properties in many different locations across the US. These studies were carried out both
by airborne and ground based instruments. At each of these locations the value of
absorption of solar radiation by clouds was measured and in each case the absorption was
significantly greater than those shown in the theoretical calculations.
Since Fritz and MacDonald's observations on solar radiation by clouds there have
been many more studies to examine and to understand why this discrepancy exists.
Stephens and Tsay (1990) compiled data on studies based on aircraft borne instrument
measurements completed over the past four decades. This study examined possible causes
for excess absorption and expressed some uncertainties in the absorption.
Someof themorerecentstudieson excesscloud absorptionweredonebyCesset
al. (1995), Ramanathanet al. (1995), PilewskieandValero (1995), Chou et al. (1995),
andHarshvardhanet al. (1996). Thesestudiesfocused on the ratio of cloud forcing at
the surface,CFsvc,to cloud forcing abovethe cloud layer,CFTM. Cloud forcing is the
difference between cloudy-sky and clear-sky net SW fluxes. A value greater than unity (or
1.0) for the cloud forcing ratio, cFSFC/CF T°A, implies that clouds absorb greater amounts
of solar radiation. The first three studies showed that the cloud forcing ratio was greater
than one. In fact, it averaged 1.5. This is greater than the value calculated by radiative
transfer models which was close to unity.
Ramanathan et al. (1995) looked at the heat budget of the Pacific warm pool and
deduced that cloud absorption is needed to balance the energy budget in that region. Cess
et al. (1995) examined satellite and surface measurements of solar radiation at different
locations throughout the globe and compared them with model calculations. They found
that across the globe the models underpredicted the absorption of solar radiation by 25
W m 2 when compared to actual measurements. Pilewskie and Valero used measurements
from aircraft that flew during TOGA-COARE and CEPEX. Their results were the same
showing that clouds absorb more solar radiation than theoretically expected. Chou et al.
(1995) used a radiation model to conclude that in order to reach a ratio of 1.5 the cloud
specific absorption, 1 - _,,, in a model using theoretical values would have to be increased
beyond the measurements taken from aircraft. Harshvardhan et al. (1996) discussed the
need to study different spectral regions in order to address some of the cloud absorption
uncertainties, as well as the necessity of including the effects of horizontal
inhomogeneities.
It is still unknown whether the excess absorption of clouds in the real atmosphere
is due to their inhomogeneities. It has actually been observed by Davies et al. (1984), and
Harshvardhan et al. (1996) that the more inhomogeneous a modeled cloud is the less the
cloud will absorb. However, these cloud absorption studies have been comparing
measurements of inhomogeneous clouds to theoretical values found from plane-parallel
clouds.
Cloudshavealwaysbeenmodeledashomogeneousplane-parallelcloudsin general
circulationmodels(GCMs) andclimatemodels.A plane-parallelcloud doesnot haveany
horizontalvariationsin its physicalor opticalstructureandthecloud propertiesat a given
levelareassumedto beuniformthroughout. This impliesthat solarradiationwill interact
within a cloudthesamewayat anypoint within thecloud. Whenlooking at theproblems
betweenthe inhomogeneousnatureof cloudsandthe homogeneousmodelsone cannot
stop at the problemswith absorption. Thecontributionof cloudsto the globalradiation
budget involves all aspectsof the cloud optical properties,and over simplifying the
structuralnatureof acloudcanleadto largeerrors. Cahalanet al. (1994a)point out that
a decreaseof 10%hathealbedocanreducethesurfacetemperaturesback to that of the
last iceage. Cahalangoeson to observethatcurrent climatemodelscancausebiasesof
up to 10%in thealbedodueto theplane-parallelcloudassumption.
An understandingof how cloudsinteractwith theatmosphereandtheenvironment
is importantwhenstudyingthe globalradiationbudget. The mannerin which a cloud is
expressedoptically in GCMs or climatemodelscangreatlyinfluencethe outcomeof the
global radiation budget in the model. Since clouds are inhomogeneousand can be
consideredturbulent,theywill interactwith thesun'sradiationin aninhomogeneousway.
Someof thestudiesthat havebeendoneto examinethecloudinhomogeneitiesare
Cahalanet al. (1994a,b),Marshaket al. (1995a,b),Daviset al. (1994),andGollmeret al.
(1995). Cahalanet al. (1994a,b)developeda one dimensionalcloud model from the
analysisof liquid waterpathdatacollectedduring the First ISCCPRegionalExperiment
(FIRE). The cloudmodelwaspart of a MonteCarlostudyto estimatetheplane-parallel
bias of marine stratocumulusclouds through a comparisonof the independentpixel
approximationand the Monte Carlo results. Marshak et al. (1995a) used the one
dimensionalcloud model from Cahalanet al. (1994a,b)and expandedit to a two
dimensionalmodel. Daviset al. (1994)and Marshaket al. (1995b) realizedthat clouds
aremultifractalin natureandthat the cloud structurecan be analyzedby looking at the
differentfrequencies,or scales,of acloud's spectralnature. Gollmeret al. (1995)useda
new analysismethod called 'Wavelet Analysis' along with Fourier analysisto find a
relationshipbetweenlargerandsmallerscalesin clouds. This wasdoneby using liquid
waterpathdatafrom FIRE, andfrom this datadevelopeda onedimensionalcloud model
similar to Cahalan's.
The objectiveof the researchinvolvedin this thesisis to study both the excess
absorptionof solar radiation by clouds, and the inhomogeneousnature of a cloud's
structure. Thepurposeis to presenta furtherunderstandingof bothconcepts,andto fred
a possiblerelationshipbetweenthem. A Monte Carlo routinewill be usedto study the
absorptionof solar radiation by clouds. The Monte Carlo algorithm developedby
Marshaket al. (1995a)will be discussedin Chapter2 includingchangesmadefor this
study. Chapter3 will presentcloudabsorptionresultsfrom theMonte Carlo modelboth
with the cloudmodelfrom Marshaket al. (1995a)andwith a simplifiedcloud systemfor
studying edge effects. To examinecloud structure a data set from the Atlantic
StratocumulusExperiment(ASTEX) was analyzed. The dataset is a one dimensional
liquid water contentdata set takenby a PVM-100A probe (Gerberet al., 1994). A
descriptionof the ASTEX project, the PVM-100A probe, and the data set will be
discussedin Chapter4. To analyzethe natureof a cloud'sstructureby looking at the
differentscalesandhow thescalesmayrelateto eachother,WaveletandFourier analysis
is used.Chapter5 discussestheuseof theneweranalysistechniqueof wavelets. Chapter
6 will presentresults from the analysisof the liquid water content data set. Finally,
chapter7 will containa summaryof thecloudabsorptionandstructurestudies.
CHAPTER 2. MONTE CARLO MODEL
Due to faster and more efficient computers Monte Carlo (MC) models have gained
popularity today among the many disciplines of science. Instead of using equations to
study a physical behavior over a time period, the MC model uses a brute force method to
simulate stochastic processes. What is meant by brute force is that the model will literally
look at each individual occurrence of an event, and then keep a tabulated record of all
events. The term "Monte Carlo" comes from the roulette games which use the same
method generating random numbers (Binder, 1984). The method used is just to spin the
"wheel" over and over again, and see how often the ball will land at each of the possible
numbers.
The use of the MC model in studying radiative properties is one of the more simple
methods in use today, especially for the introduction of clouds into an atmospheric system.
Although the use of MC methods lbr use in general circulation models (GCMs) and
climate models is still not yet possible due to the amount of computer time needed, they
can be used to study how to optimize cloud models to be used in GCMs and climate
models. The method used to study radiative properties in the atmosphere for the MC
models is not unlike the random number generator of the roulette wheel. A photon is
introduced into the system, atmosphere and/or cloud, then the probability of what happens
to the photon within the system is based on random chance.
1. Model Description
The MC model that was used in this study is based on a model produced by
Marshak et al. (1995a). The model determines a set of optical properties for an
atmospheric system, and then introduces a specified number of photons. The MC uses a
6two dimensionalsystem,wherethe systemis a simulationof the atmosphere,including
clouds. Thesystemis brokendowninto individualcomponentscalledpixels. The optical
propertiesproducedby the originalmodelare the reflectanceand transmittancefor each
pixel. The reflectanceandtransmittancearedeterminedby the probabilityof the photons
ultimate destination,scatteredupward or downward. While the photon is within the
systemthe probabilitiesare basedon the interactionof the photon with a scattering
medium.
The processof the MC startswith determininga cloud for the systemand the
properties,bothphysicalandoptical,for eachpixelwithin thecloud. Thecloudproperties
start with specifyinga singlescatteralbedo(_), heightand width of the cloud, and the
mean optical depth (z,,) of the whole system. Also specified is direction of solar
illuminationby settinga zenithangle(0)andazimuthangle(0)- Thereis a choiceof phase
functionsto characterizethe scatteringpropertiesof the cloud. The most used phase
functionis the Henyey-Greensteinwhich is accompaniedby anasymmetryparameterthat
canbeset. Otherchoicesfor thephasefunctionare Isotropic,Rayleigh,HazeandCloud
C.1.
Oneof the morecomplexpartsof the cloudfield to model is the inhomogeneous
natureof thecloudfield. SincetheMC is looking at radiativeproperties,thepropertythat
is themostlogical to modelasinhomogeneousi theopticaldepthof eachpixelwithin the
system. Marshak et al. (1995) usea 2-D cascademodel with random but identical
distributedweights. Thecascademodelis basedon the 1-Dboundedcascadedmodel for
stratocumulusclouds from Cahalanet al. (1994a). First consider the system as
homogeneouswith x,, as the optical depth for the whole system. Next divide the system
equally into four sections (Figure 2.1, as viewed from above) and then redistribute 't,, into
each of the four parts as "c,,WI_, "c,,W_2, x,,W13, z,,W_4, where the Ws are weights for the
four sections. The Ws are randomly determined, and are distributed such that their mean
will be unity (Marshak et al., 1995a). This process can go another step further so that
each of the four sections are divided into tour subsections, where the new optical depth in
each of the four sections is redistributed as _oWliW2j (i,j = 1..... 4). This process is then
Homogeneous
Systemwith
opticaldepth= Xo
First Cascade - Four ]
sections with optical ]
depths = 'r,l,j, "r,_.2,"eL3,
and 'I_1,4
Second Cascade - 16
sections with optical
depths = _:2._..... 7:2,16
Figure 2.1 The first two steps of a 2-D bounded cascade cloud model. The top
square represents a homogeneous system before the cascade. The middle square
represents the first cascade, where XLi---x,,WLi (i=l ..... 4). The bottom square
represents the second cascade, where a:2.k=l:,,WLiW2,i (i,j=l ..... 4). All three squares
are a top view
generalizedso that the systemcanbedivided into 4" subsystemseachhavingan optical
depth,x,, that wasbasedon theopticaldepth,"_,_], of the higher subsystem multiplied by
the weight for that subsystem. Each of the 4" subsystems are then considered to be the
individual pixels of the system. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the first two steps of the process
(Marshak et al., 1995a).
After the parameters have been determined for the 2-D cloud system the
simulation program begins by introducing each photon into the cloud one at a time. As
the photon enters the cloud its original entry position is determined by a random number
generator, and the angle at which it enters is determined by 0 and ¢. The photon then
travels through the system until it encounters a scattering point. The distance it travels is
called the mean li"ee path length. The mean free path length of the photon is one of the
more complicated things to simulate for an inhomogeneous system. The scheme used to
simulate the photon's mean li"ee path length by Marsh_ is called the maximal cross-
section method, taken fi'om Marchuk et. al. (1980). When the photon comes to a scatter
point the new position of the photon is determined. If the photon is still within the cloud
system it continues until it is scattered out of the cloud or is absorbed. If the new position
of the photon is found to be out of the cloud it is considered to be reflected back to space,
positioned over the system, or transmitted toward the ground, positioned under the
system. The system is considered to be cyclic, so if a photon exits a lateral boundary, the
photon is considered to have reentered the cloud t¥om the opposite side from which it left.
So if a photon is found to have been reflected, the pixel it left from is determined and the
reflectance for that pixel is increased, and the same is done for the transmittance.
2. Model Changes
In order for the MC model to be used for this study there were a couple of key
changes that needed to be made to the model. The first thing was to make an account for
the absorption of photons in each pixel of the system. The model allows the _ to be set
Ibr the system allowing for absorption to take place, but made no accounting lbr the
probability of absorption. This meant that there was no way of knowing what the
absorptanceis for each of the pixels in the system. Therefore, to account for the
absorption,the N lbr the systemin the modelwas changedso that therecould be an
independentfiS,,j(i,j=l .....n; 4" pixels)set for eachpixel. The absorptionis thencalculated
asfollows:
w,,= 1.0 (2.1)
Wk = Wk-1 '_ _]_i,j (2.2)
absk = wk-i - wk (2.3)
tabsk = tabsk., + absk (2.4)
The w's refer to the weight of the photon not to be absorbed when it reaches a
scattering point. The w,, is the starting weight of the photon as it enters the system,
meaning that to start with there is no probability of the photon being absorbed. The k
subscript refers to each time the photon is scattered in the system. In (2.2) the weight
from the previous scatter, wH is multiplied by the _j of the pixel that it is currently
occupying to give the current weight, wk, this along with (2.3) increases the probability of
absorption. This is reasonable since the more times that a photon scatters in any
atmospheric medium there is a greater chance for the photon to be absorbed. In (2.4)
tabsk is the tabulated absorptance for the pixel. A similar technique was used by Davis et
al. (1979).
Another change that was needed was to place a toggle that would turn the
bounded cascade model of the cloud off so that the optical depth of each pixel could be
defined independently.
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CHAPTER 3. MODEL ANALYSIS
To study the radiative properties of the atmosphere with the MC model, it was run
for two different cloud situations. The first used the cloud model cascade developed by
Marshak et al. (1995a) over the entire system. The cascade modeled the cloud in six
steps, from a plane parallel cloud to a very inhomogeneous case. The second used a
simple cloud/clear system that examined the absorptance of the system by varying the
cloud geometry and absorption properties. This part of the MC analysis was broken up
into two studies, one for conservative droplet scattering for different vapor absorption and
the other for absorption in a vapor window. The second study can loosely be considered
the same as increasing liquid water in the cloud. The MC model was used also to analyze
other radiative properties including the transmittance and reflectance in all situations.
1. Cloud Cascade Model
The cascade used in modeling a marine stratocumulus cloud is discussed by
Marshak et al. (1995a) and explained in the previous chapter. The main locus of using the
cascade was to study how the absorptance changed across the system as the cloud was
modeled to be more and more inhomogeneous, along with changes made to the single
scatter albedo, _. The method used to analyze the absorption in the cloudy system is by
cloud forcing, which looks at the cloud contribution by itself.
a. Cloud Forcing
Cloud forcing in overcast conditions is basically the difference between the clear
net flux and the cloudy net llux. The following discussion comes from Harshvardhan et al.
(1996), which can be referred to for a more detailed explanation. For the situation above
ll
the cloud system, also considered as the top of the atmosphere (TOA), the cloud forcing is
expressed as
-F _ACF _A FNC_A (3.1)
The terms FNL TM and FNC T°A are the net downward fluxes tbr clear sky conditions and
cloudy sky conditions respectively (Harshvardhan et al., 1996). They are expressed as
FNLToA -- FDLT°A _ FULT°A (3.2)
FNC T°A = FDC T°A _ Fuc T°A (3.3)
where the suffixes U, D, and N represent upward, downward, and net fluxes respectively,
and the suffixes L and C are the clear and cloudy indicators. The same relationship in 3.1
for cloud forcing at the top of the atmosphere can be expressed for cloud forcing at the
surface, or under the cloud. The cloud forcing at the surface, CF sRF, is expressed as
CF sRF _- FNC sRF _ FNL sRF (3.4)
The equations for FNL sRF and FNC sRF will be the same as 3.2 and 3.3 but at the surface. For
this study the surface albedo is considered zero and the downward flux at the top of the
atmosphere is the insolation, therefore, equations 3.1 and 3.4 become
and
CF TM = - Fuc T°A (3.5)
CF sRF = FD¢ SRF _ FDL SRF (3.6)
It also can be shown that
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CFSRF=CF"v°A + AL - Ac (3.7)
The ratio of the cloud forcing at the surface to the cloud forcing at the top of the
atmosphere, R = cFSRF/CF "r°A, is one way of comparing their relative magnitudes to show
excess amounts of absorption. Due to equation (3.7), if R > 1.0, there is an increase in
absorption in the atmosphere; if R < 1.0, there will be a decrease in atmospheric
absorption; and if R = 1.0, there is no change in absorption.
b. Model Set_q)
As was mentioned earlier, this simulation analyzes the radiative properties in a
cloud system by starting out with a plane-parallel cloud, and then analyzing the change in
the radiative properties with increased steps of inhomogeneity, up to six steps. To
simulate an increase in the cloud inhomogeneities the number of pixels in the cloud system
is increased, while leavi,3g the cloud geometry and mean optical depth, "Co,the same. For
the plane-parallel case the whole system is considered to be one pixel, which is equivalent
to a Ixl pixel 2-D cloud system. Since each step of the cascade increases the number of
pixels by a factor of four, the first increase in inhomogenizing the cloud would be a 2x2
pixel cloud, or 4 pixels. This can then be generalized to 2"x2" number of pixels where n =
(0 ..... 5). The number of pixels, N, used is in Table 3.1.
The other variable that was changed for each of the six increases in inhomogeneity
in the cloud is _. The value of fi5 starts at conservative scattering, _ = 1.0, to an extreme
case where almost everything is absorbed, N = 0.8. The values for N are in Table 3.1.
Many of the variables were held constant over each of the MC runs. These
variables are the mean optical depth, 't,,, the zenith angle, 0, the azimuth angle, _, the
width and depth of the cloud system, the number of photons, and the phase function, P(®)
along with an asymmetry parameter, g. Each the these values are presented in Table 3.1.
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Xo= 10.0
Width = 6.4 km
Depth = 0.3 km
Henyey-Greenstein P(O)
(1 _g2)
P(O) =
(1 + gZ _ 2g cos O) 3/2
g = 0.85
I_ = (1.0, 0.995, 0.99, 0.95, 0.9, 0.8)
N = (1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024)
0 = 60 °
_=0 °
# of Photons = I x 10 6
Table 3.1 Variables and Constants used in the Monte Carlo runs.
c. Results and Analysis
The mean values of reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance for the entire
system are plotted in Figure 3.1 against if'N, or the number of pixels on one side. There
are separate plots lbr four of the _ (1.0, 0.99, 0.95, and 0.9). The analysis of the MC
results follows Harshvardhan et al. (1996).
Figure 3.1 illustrates that relating the inhomogeneity of clouds to the excess
absorption can be difficult. Instead of an increase in absorption with an increase in the
cloud inhomogeneity, there is a decrease. The decrease in absorptance becomes more
pronounced as the system becomes more absorbing, i.e. decrease in 1_. There is actually
an increase in the transmittance for the system as it becomes more inhomogeneous, while
the reflectance also decreases.
The cloud forcing ratio, R, for all the _'s is presented in Table 3.2. The table fists
the values by RN, where N -- 1,2 ..... 32 is the number of pixels on one side of the system.
Therefore R_ will be the ratio for the plane-parallel case, 1×1 pixels. From these ratios it
is shown that the amount of absorption in the atmosphere stays relatively unchanged as the
cloud system becomes more inhomogeneous for a given _. There is a small decrease in
the ratios for the more absorbing cases, but it is not enough to have a significant effect.
Therefore, the ratio is not affected by increases in the inhomogeneity of the cloud.
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Figure 3.1 Area mean transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance for four of the
single scatter albedos, _ (Harshvardhan, 1996).
fi3 RI R2 R4 R_ R16 R32
1.00
0.995
0.99
0.95
0.9
0.8
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.17 1.17 1.17 1.18 1.18 1.18
1.32 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.35 1.35
2.70 2.65 2.63 2.64 2.65 2.66
4.40 4.38 4.34 4.35 4.38 4.39
8.81 8.59 8.52 8.54 8.58 8.62
Table 3.2 The ratio of the cloud radiative forcing at the surthce to that at the top
of the atmosphere (Harshvardhan, 1996).
2. Cloud/Clear Model
The cloud/clear model is a simplified cloud model consisting of a 32×32 pixel 2-D
system where it is divided into a homogeneous cloudy portion and a clear portion. Figure
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3.2 illustrates a vertical profile of this system, such that the properties in both portions are
the same for the direction perpendicular to the figure. Since the MC model is cyclical the
cloudy portion will start again after the clear, which will be considered a new cloud.
The main locus of using this simplified model was to examine the radiative
properties over the vertical profile from the cloudy to the clear portion, to examine partly
cloudy effects and the effects of the sun on the cloud's edge. Similar work has been done
by Hayasaka et al. (1995). The MC studies were run for different cloud geometries and
single scatter albedos. The single scatter albedos were used to simulate an increase in
vapor or increase in liquid, depending on the study. A comparison was also done of the
actual absorptance, calculated from the MC, with an absorptance correction method
discussed by Hayasaka et al. (1995) and proposed by Ackerman and Cox (1982).
a. Model Sentp
Figure 3.2 is an example of the setup used for both studies of the cloud/clear MC
runs. The zenith angle is set at 6()", and the azimuth angle is an arbitrary angle
perpendicular to the right edge of the cloud.
The geometric values modified for the cloudy part, for which a separate MC run
was executed, are the cloud fraction and the aspect ratio. The cloud fraction (Nc) is
simply the percentage of cloudiness of the whole system. The aspect ratio, a, is the
horizontal length, Ix, of the cloud divided by the depth of the cloud, z (i.e., a = Ix/z). The
MC was run for seven different cloud fractions, Nc = 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%,
75% and 87.5%. Each of the seven Ncs were run with four different aspect ratios: 0.25,
0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Figure 3.2 is an example of a vertical profile with Nc = 50% and a =
0.25. One thing to note is that as the cloud fraction and aspect ratio are changed the area
of the cloud face that is shadowed will also change (Figure 3.3); this will be discussed
later. Table 3.3 displays all of the geometric values for which the MC was run.
The first of the two studies in which the MC was run was lbr conservative droplet
scattering for different vapor absorption, or changes in the vapor amount across the
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Figure 3.2 Cloud schematic for generating radiative properties. The above is set
up for a cloud fraction of 511% and an aspect ratio of (I.25.
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Figure 3.3 Example of the shadowing effect from one cloud onto another as the
geometric properties of clouds are changed.
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system.This canalsobe thoughtof asrunningthe MC overdifferentvapor wavelengths
that absorbin the nearIR. For eachof thefour aspectratio casesthe scatteringoptical
depthfor the cloudy portion, t ....wasset to 20.(}andthe scatteringoptical depth in the
clearportion,"_L,,was set to 0.(}. The clear portion is considered to only have an absorbing
effect, due to the vapor. To model the effect of increasing the vapor absorption the
absorption optical depth, % was increased. 't, was first set to zero for conservative
scattering and increased to 5.0 for an exu'eme case. Altogether, for each of the aspect
ratios, the MC was run for six different values of _2 - 0.0, 0.1, (}.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0. The
total optical depth in the cloudy portion is "el = '_,_,+ % and in the clear part is "_2= '_L,+ '_,
= % The single scatter albedo Ii_r the cloudy portion, _1, is determined by
[][_1 -- _r'., (3.8)
Therefore, the fiS_s con'esponding to the six z, values are 1.0, 0.995, (}.976, (}.952, 0.909,
and (I.8 respectively. These different values for the single scatter albedo can be thought of
as different wavelengths, where fiSL= 1.0 would be the same as wavelengths in the visible,
and the other five would correspond to wavelengths in the near IR. The single scatter
albedo for the clear portion, N2, is I}.l) since only absorption takes place. Table 3.3
displays all of the 'r and fi_ values in the first study.
The second study ran the MC model for zero vapor absorption at wavelengths in
the vapor absorption windows, but for increasing amounts of liquid water droplets in the
system. In this case since vapor absorption is zero in the clear portion, the total
absorption in the clear portion will be zero. Therefore, "_ = 0.0, "q = 20.0, and 'h = 0.0 for
all the MC runs. To simulate the different wavelengths in a vapor window, or increasing
the liquid water droplets, the single scatter albedo for the cloud, fiS_, was changed. The
values of fiS_ for which the MC was run tier each aspect ratio are 1.0 (conservative
scattering), 0.995, 0.99, I}.95, and 0.9. As with the first study, the clear portion is
considered to have only an absorbing effect, therefore, _2 = 0.0, but as mentioned, no
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absorptionwill takeplace. Table3.3displaysthe opticalvaluesof x and _ in the second
study.
As with the cascade case, several of the variables in the model were held constant.
They are the phase function, P(®), asymmetry parameter, g, number of pixels, N, the
length of the system, and the number of photons. These are listed in Table 3.3.
Stuaw1
1) "t_= 20.0, x2= 0.0, _ = 1.0
2) "_ = 20.1, x2 = 0.1, _, = 0.995
3) xl = 20.5, x2 = 0.5, I_1= 0.976
4) xj = 21.0, x2 = 1.0, _1 = 0.952
5) xl = 22.0, x2 = 2.0, 1_ = 0.909
6) x_ = 25.0, x2 = 5.0, _j = 0.8
fi]2= 0.0
1) _1 = 1.0
2) _ = 0.995
3) _ = 0.99
4) _3 = 0.95
5) fiS_= 0.9
_2 = 0.0, _ = 20.0, x2 = 0.0
Nc = (12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50 %, 62.5%, 75%, 87.5%)
a = (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0)
Henyey-Greenstein P(®)
(1 _g2)
P(O) =
(1 + g2 _ 2gcos O)3/2
g = 0.843
Width = Length = 8.0 kin
0 = 60 °
N = 1024 (32x32)
# of Photons = lxl07
Table 3.3 Variables and Constants used in both MC studies
Figure 3.4 from Espinoza and Harshvardhan (1996) illustrates the two studies by
looking at the spectral distribution of water vapor absorption. The outer plot represents
the incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere, the dotted line is the total absorption
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of theclearsky in thenearIR, andthetwo solid linesrepresentheabsorptionof a semi-
infinite cloudwith dropletsof size8 and20 I.tm. The first study is illustratedby theareas
of clearsky vaporabsorption,representedby thedottedline. That is themodelis looking
at wavelengthswherevaporabsorptionis importantIbr both theclear,dottedline, andthe
cloudyportions,solid lines. The secondstudy is illustratedby the dips in the dotted line
wherevapor doesnot absorb,alsocalledvapor windows. This is whereabsorptionby
liquid dropletsof thecloudbecomesimportantandis shownby thecloudabsorptionlines.
Theselines show that thereis absorptiondue to the liquid at wavelengthsin the vapor
window.
5
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Figure3.4 Spectralcharacteristicsof watervaporandliquid waterabsorptionin
theneat"IR (EspinozaandHarshvardhan,1996).
Theopticaldepthsdiscussedsofar for thecloudare for theverticaldirection,but
not for the horizontal. The horizontalopticaldepth,xh, of the cloud, like the horizontal
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distance of the cloud, is link_ to the aspect ratio.
expressed as
azL= azv/a
The total 'q, across the cloud can be
(3.9)
where 'rv is the vertical optical depth of the cloud. This means that the horizontal optical
depth of each cloud pixel for a vertical profile, "ri (i = 1 ..... n; n = # of pixels), is also
different from 'rv. Each "q can be found by dividing "q, by the total number of pixels,
expressed as
"_ = "r,,/(a-P) (3.10)
where P is the number of horizontal pixels in the vertical profile. For example let Nc =
50%, a = 0.25, and "_ = 20.0. The number of horizontal cloud pixels in the vertical profile
will be 16 (32 x Nc). the resulting optical depths come out to be '_h= 80.0 and "r, = 5.0.
b. Results
The results for the first study are shown ha Figures 3.5 - 3.16 and for the second
study in Figures 3.17 to 3.28. Results are only shown tbr Nc = 12.5%, 50% and 87.5%
for all aspect ratios. The values that are plotted are the reflectance, transmittance, and
absorptance from the MC (actual) and the absorptance calculated using the correction
method from Ackerman and Cox (1982) (corrected). The plots are a vertical profile of the
cloud/clear system where the one dimensional pixel unit is the corresponding pixel on that
side. To show the cyclical, or periodic, effect due to the wrap-around of the photons in
the MC, half of the system is repeated. The values of each of the radiative properties are
an average of the 32 pixels in the direction perpendicular to the vertical cross section
given in Figure 3.2.
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c. Observations
From comparing the output of both studies a major difference shows up in the
results for transmittance and the MC absorptance, or actual absorptance. It should be
noted that since the scattering properties for a given single scatter albedo does not change
for the cloud in both studies there is little or no difference in reflection. An example of the
difference is seen by comparing Figures 3.5b and 3.17b, and Figures 3.5c and 3.17c. The
difference in the absorptances is obvious from the initial conditions set for both studies.
The first study examined the increase in vapor absorption by decreasing the single scatter
albedo across the system which includes the clear portion. Therefore, as the ability of the
vapor to absorb increases, the absorptance will increase. The decrease in absorption for a
particular single scatter albedo in the cloud is due to scattering and reflectance by cloud
droplets taking prominence over the absorptance and transmittance. Since the clear
portion has very little scattering taking place when the ability of the vapor to absorb is
low, the transmittance will be high.
On the other hand the second study focuses on wavelengths that fall in the vapor
absorption window, or increasing the absorption due to the liquid droplets. Again it is
obvious that there is no absorption taking place in the clear portion since vapor absorption
is neglected. Therefore, just about any photon that enters the clear portion will be
transmitted giving the transmittance a value close to 1.0.
The above observations become distorted as the clouds become large enough so
that the shadowing has some effect. There is little or no difference in the transmittances
for Nc = 87.5% (Figures 3.14b - 3.16b compared with Figures 3.25b - 3.28b). In this case
the clear portion is small enough that it is almost completely shadowed. The photons have
a much greater probability of being scattered which increases the probability for
reflectance. Also since the mean free path length of the photon increases there is a greater
potential for absorption in the first study.
Another observation that must be made is the effect on the edge of the cloud
facing the sun, or edge effect. Since a greater area of the cloud is exposed to the photons
there is an increase ha the activity at the edge of the cloud and the portion of the cloud
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near the edge. The increase in activity is most prominent for smaller aspect ratios; this can
be seen in Figures 3.5, 3.9, 3.13 and 3.17, 3.21, and 3.25 where there is a peak in the
reflectance, transmittance and absorptance at or near the cloud edge. As the clouds
become taller the shadowing of one cloud onto another starts to reduce the area with
direct contact to the photons, reducing the peaks.
d. Analysis
Since one of the main focuses of this study is to examine the absorption of solar
radiation in clouds, a look at how absorption is retrieved is needed. When a photon enters
a cloud only three things can happen to it: it can be reflected back to space, transmitted to
the surface, or absorbed by the cloud. Therefore, the combined probability of all three
events happening is
R + A + T= 1.() (3.11)
where R is reflectance, A is absorptance and T is transmittance. The absorptance A is
then given by rearranging (3.11); i.e., A = 1 R - T; this is called the apparent
absorptance. This calculation of abs01"ptance will not always be correct for non plane-
parallel cloud systems. The calculated absorptance can actually go negative; which is not
correct since the absorptance must be between zero and one. Figures 3.29 and 3.30 are
examples of the apparent absorptance in the cloud/clear system for both studies with
geometric values of Nc = 5()% and a = 0.25. The absorptance in both studies can have
negative or low values in part of the clear region closest to the cloud. It would appear, at
first, that the transmittance has been overestimated in the clear portions (Figures 3.9b and
3.21b). This increase is not an over estimate, but is due to an increase ha photons being
transmitted into those pixels, fi'om the photons leaking in from the cloud's edge.
A correction method for dealing with this problem in the near IR absorption was
discussed by Hayasaka et al. (1995) and originally introduced by Ackerman and Cox
(1982). The corrected absorptance in the near IR region is found by subtracting the
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apparentabsorptanceof the visiblefrom the apparentabsorptanceof the nearIR. This
canbeexpressedas
A,,,,m= (1 - R - T)Nm - (1 -R -T)vls (3.12)
According to Hayasaka et al. (1995) there are two assumptions that have to be made. The
first is that absorption by liquid water and vapor in the visible region is negligible. The
second assumption is that the scattering radiative properties for the IR region are the same
as in the visible region. The result of the con-ected absorptance for both studies is shown
in Figures 3.5d through 3.28d.
Figures 3.31 to 3.44 are plots of the difference between the actual, or MC,
absorptance and the corrected absorptance from Ackerman and Cox for 'all geometric
values. The first vertical line indicates the first cloud edge and the beginning of the clear
portion, and the second vertical line indicates the start of the second cloud. The difference
plots show that the correction method works well in some places but not in others. One
instance that the correction method works well is for cases where the absorption is small.
This can be observed in all of the plots where the single scatter albedo approaches
conservative scattering the diffelence becomes small. This is realistic since both of the
apparent absorptances become small as the probability of absorption decreases resulting in
smaller differences. Another instance where the correction method does better is within
the cloud as the cloud fraction increases beyond 50%. As the cloud fraction approaches
100% the cloud becomes closer to a plane-parallel cloud where the optical properties are
homogeneous. This adheres to the second assumption made be Hayasaka et al. (1995)
where scattering for the visible and near IR is uniform. Therefore, the reflectance,
transmittance, and absorptance in the cloud will behave more like equation 3.11 resulting
in the con'ected and actual absorptances being similar. This does not work for the cases
involved in the second study. In Figures 3.38 through 3.44 as the cloud becomes bigger,
by increases in Nc and aspect ratio, and the shadowing of the second cloud becomes larger
the more the correction method overestimates the absorption. As the clear portion is
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shadowedthereare fewerdirectlytransmittedphotons. The correctionmethodmistakes
the clear portion as havingabsorptioneven thoughit was initially specifiedto have no
absorption.The correctionmethoddoeswell alsofor smallercloud fractionsand aspect
ratios (Figures3.31a and 3.38a). In the smallersized clouds the photons scattering
outsidethe cloudwill interferewith a smallerregionof theclearportion. The part of the
clear portion that remainsunaffectedwill experiencethe samehomogeneityof optical
propertiesasdoesaplane-parallelcloud.
The correctionmethod is far from being flawless,especiallyat the cloud edge
exposedto the sun. It hasmanyproblemsfor cloud fields where the cloud fraction is
neithersmallnor large,with smallaspectratio. A goodexampleof this is in Figure3.34a
andb. Thecorrectionmethodis underestimatingthe absorptionin the clearportion while
at the sametime it is overestimatingthe absorptionin the cloudyportion. In both cases
sincetheaspectratio is smallthesecondcloudwill not be tall enoughto shadowthefirst
cloud. Whena photon leavesthe sideof the cloud the correctionmethoderroneously
assumesthat thephotonwill bescatteredandnot absorbeddueto thesecondassumption.
Another problem with the secondassumptionis that it assumesthat scatteringand
absorptionareuniformthroughoutthecloud. This is not true, mostof the scatteringand
absorptionof photonstakesplacein the upperportion of a cloud with fewer and fewer
photonsmakingit to thelower partsof thecloud.
It alsomustbenotedthattheremaybelhnits to theMC model. Figures3.38cand
d, and3.39candd showthat the MC is causinga largeoverestimateof theabsorptionat
thecloudedge. ,4aaincreasehatheabsorptionis reasonabledueto theexcessillumination
of thecloud'sedge,but it is unlikely thatit wouldexperiencesucha largeincrease.
Another problemdealswith calculatingabsorptionfor either a specific spectral
regionor over the broadband. Hayasakaet al. (1995)usedthecorrectionmethodover
thebroadbandof both thevisibleandthe nearIR legionsin theirMC study. From their
findingsit couldbeconcludedthat thecorrectionmethodworks well over thebroadband.
Theproblemcomesin with aspecificspectralregion. Thefindingsin this studyfocusedin
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on spectral regions and found that the correction method could overestimate or
underestimate the absorption at higher absorbing wavelengths.
A conclusion that can be made from these comparisons is that the correction
method works well with a cloud field where the cloud is closer to being plane-parallel and
covers a large area. A cloud field, such as stratocumulus clouds, where there is little
variation in radiative properties and there is little difference in geometry would be a good
example where the correction method would work. On the other hand as the cloud field
becomes more random such that the geometliC and radiative values change more rapidly,
or for a cloud field with broken cloud cover, the correction method would not give good
results.
Figures 3.45 and 3.46 are plots of the mean system absorptance and reflectance for
the first study vs. the cloud fraction, and Figures 3.47 and 3.48 are plots of the mean
system absorptance and reflectance for the second study. Each of the graphs plot the four
aspect ratios, and each graph represents a different cloud single scatter albedo.
The first study is the same as looking at wavelengths where cloud droplets are
conservative scatterers and the vapor is doing the absorbing. In the clear portion the
photons are either transmitted or absorbed by the vapor - none are reflected back to space.
There is an apparent reflection of photons when Nc increases to a point where scattered
photons from the cloud enter the clear portion as they escape back to space. Extending
the cloud by increasing Nc is the same effect as increasing the scattering cloud droplets in
the clear portion. This increase in cloud droplets increases scattering which then increases
the path length of the photon. As the path length increases the probability of absorption
by vapor will increase, but since the cloud droplets being conservative scatterers there will
be no droplet absorption. However, some of the photons will be reflected. In this case
the increase in reflection dominates. Therefore, as Nc increases, there is an increase in the
amount of reflectance of the system, (Figure 3.46), and a decrease in the absorption across
the system (Figure 3.45).
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The secondstudy looks at the other side wherethe wavelengthsare strong for
absorbingcloud droplets but weak for vapor. Here absorptionis absentin the clear
portionfrom theassumptionthatvaporis not absorbingcausingthephotonsto bedirectly
transmitted(Figures3.17bto 3.28b). As Nc increases,theamountof absorbingdroplets
increasesin the system,which hastheoppositeeffectof thefirst studyon the absorption
acrossthesystemin thatabsorptionincreases(Figure3.47).
The differencein thebehaviorof theabsorptionbetweenthetwo studiessetsup a
tradeoff betweenwavelengthsthat absorbfor vapor, and wavelengthsthat absorbfor
liquid water. The tradeoff of absorptiongives an indicationthat the excessabsorption
observedin clouds may occur in certain spectral regions. This was pointed out by
Harshvardhanet al. (1996).
Theradiativepropertiesin theshadowedpart of the clearareabetweencloudshas
beenmentionedaboveto behavelike acloud. Thiscanchangetheactualcloudfraction to
anapparent,or effectivecloud fraction,N_. The effectivecloud fractionis thefractionof
the systemwhoseradiativepropertiesbehavelike a plane-parallelcloudat a normalcloud
fraction,Nc, whichmaybedifferent fi'om N_. Oneway to compareNc with N_ is by the
ratio of N_to Nc (N,./Nc). If the ratio is unity then there is no differencebetweenboth
cloud fractions,but if NJNc > 1.()(or < 1.0) thecloud will appearto be larger(smaller)
for theradiativeproperties.As Nc approaches10()%N¢andNc comecloserto beingthe
same.
The concern is that N_ has always been calculated with respect to reflectance, since
it is an easier vmiable to use, and not absorptance. Through the MC studies Nc can be
estimated for the simplified clouds, fi'om Figures 3.45 through 3.48, by absorptance, the
same way it is estimated fi'om reflectance (Harshvardhan and Thomas, 1984). Since each
increase in the cloud fraction forces the cloud into a non-reflecting clear portion it is more
a calculation of cloud forcing than of absorptance. If the ratio is unity the trend of
absorptance vs. increasing cloud fraction would be linear, this is the behavior in the first
study for the more absorbing cases (Figures 3.45c and d). This same behavior can also be
seen in the ret]ectance (Figures 3.46c and d) from the first study. So in this case the
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absorptance and reflectance agree on a ratio of unity, or N¢ --- Nc, at least for higher
absorbing wavelengths. For the less absorbing cases in the first study N_ is harder to
determine with the absorptance, since the trend is more horizontal, and must be done with
the reflectance.
Since the second study displays a completely different set of results the ratio,
NJNc, will be different from the first study. The reason for this is that there is more
absorption taking place in the cloud than in the first study. In this study as the cloud
becomes more absorbing there is more of a difference between the results of the aspect
ratio. For smaller aspect ratios the trend is linear, a = 0.25 in Figure 3.47, but as the cloud
increases the trend becomes convex. The more the trend is convex the higher the cloud
fraction ratio will be, for example a = 2.0 in Figure 3.47. As Nc increases it reaches a
point where the absorptance becomes saturated, reaching the plane-parallel absorptances,
as shown in Figure 3.47c and d for Nc greater than 6()%. The majority of the activity of
the photons is in the top part of the cloud. If the aspect ratio were to be developed for
just the part of the cloud's depth that the photons interact it would be different from the
geometrical aspect ratio, called the photon aspect ratio, at,. As the cloud increases in
geometry the at, decreases to where the part of the cloud that the photons are absorbed is
similar to a plane-parallel cloud causing saturation in the absorption.
The absorptance results for N_ is contradictory to the results from the reflectance
in the second study. As the absorptance increases the trend of the reflectance becomes
more linear pointing to a ratio closer to 1.0 which is less than the ratio determined from
the absorptance trends. Future work dealing with N_ should take into account the fact
that N_ found from the reflectance may not always be the same as the absorptance.
As has been pointed out earlier, the edge of the cloud can easily be detected in
both studies. The first place this is evident is in the reflectance and transmittance plots,
Figures 3.5-3.28a and b. More important is the reflectance since the reflected photons are
what a satellite will see in the near IR. Since the sun is shining from the fight side of the
cloud/clear system the right side of the cloud, and the first few pixels within the cloud, will
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receivea largeportionof thephotons. Thepixelson thecloud'sedgeor closeto theedge
will experiencean increasein the amountof scatteringevents,therefore,increasingthe
probabilityof both reflectionand transmissionto take place. This caneasilybe seenin
Figure3.9aandb. Thereis adefinitemaximumin theamountof transmittancefight at the
edge,anda reflectancemaximumoccun'inga few pixels into the cloud. The reasonfor
the reflectancedropping off at the edge is that with an increasein interactionat the
cloud's edgealso bringsan increasein the amountof absorption. Figure 3.9c showsa
maximumin theabsorptanceatthecloud'sedge.
There are two effects that will make it harder to detect the edge with the
reflectance;one is geometricthe other is radiative. The geometriceffect is the aspect
ratio: asthe aspectratio increases,the cloud'sedgebecomesharderto see. As thecloud
becomestaller the cloud to its left, due to the cyclical natureof the MC, will start to
shadowthe first cloud (Figure3.3). Thiswill decreasethe intensityof the activity in the
sideof thecloudandshift thereflectancemaximumtowardthecenterof thecloud (Figure
3.12a). The radiativeeffect is the increasein the amountof absorptionallowedto take
placein tile cloud, i.e., changesill fi51. In bothstudiesasthe absorptionis increasedthe
magnitudeof themaximumat theedgedecreases.SeeFigure3.9aagain,the magnitude
of the maximumis quite different for conservativescattering,N_= 1.0, and _ = 0.909,
anddisappearsfor theextremecaseof NL= 0.8.
The reasonliar looking at the edgeeffectsdue to reflectanceis to explore the
feasibilityof future studiesinto the problemof retrieving the optical depth at a cloud's
edgefrom satellite. Most of theopticaldepthretrievalroutinescalculatethe opticaldepth
at theedgethesamewayastherestof thecloud. As canbeobservedfrom the reflectance
plots thereexists a maximumat the edgefor clouds with smalleraspectratios. The
satelliteonly seesan increasein the reflectedsolarradiationand maybeperceivedby the
retrievalas an increasein the optical depth. A possiblecorrectionfor this is to apply a
ratio of thereflectance,or radiance,at a moreabsorbingwavelengthto that of a visible
wavelengthwherefiS_= 1.1).Thereasonfor this is dueto thechangein magnitudeof the
spike,or maximumat theedgeascanbeobservedfrom the MC reflectanceoutput from
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both studies. Due to the problem of losing the maximum with higher aspect ratios this
correction may not be used on taller type clouds. It, though, could be very useful for
stratocumulus and stratus type clouds, which have much smaller aspect ratios. This is
currently being studied by Davis et al. (1994) and Marshak et al. (1995b) among others.
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Figure 3.5 Monte Carlo (a) reflectance, (b) transmittance, (c) absorptance, and (d)
corrected absorptance for the ill'St study with a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
0.25.
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Figure 3.6 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
0.5.
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Figure 3.7 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.9 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of 0.25.
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Figure 3.10 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
O.5.
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Figure 3.11 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.12 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.13 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
0.25.
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Figure 3.14 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
0.5.
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Figure 3.15 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.16 Same as Figure 3.5 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.17 Monte Carlo (a) reflectance, (b) u'ansmittance, (c) absorptance, and (d)
corrected absorptance tbr the second study with a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect
ratio of (/.25.
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Figure 3.18 Same as Figure 3.17 except tbr a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
0.5.
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Figure 3.19 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 12.5°_, and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.20 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 12.5% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.21 Same as Figure 3.17 except Ibr a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
0.25.
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Figure 3.22 Same as Figure 3.17 except tbr a cloud traction of 50% and aspect ratio of
0.5.
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Figure 3.23 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.24 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 50% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.25 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
0.25.
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Figure 3.26 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
0.5.
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Figure 3.27 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
1.0.
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Figure 3.28 Same as Figure 3.17 except for a cloud fraction of 87.5% and aspect ratio of
2.0.
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Figure 3.29 Apparent absorptance for Nc = 50% and a = 0.25 geometric values, and
conservative droplet scattering for different vapor absorptance values.
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Figure 3.30 Apparent absorptance for Nc = 50% and a = 0.25 geometric values, and zero
vapor absorption values.
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Figure 3.31 Difference between the Monte Carlo Absorptance (actual) and the Corrected
Absorption by the Ackerman and Cox method for the first study. For a 12.5% cloud
fraction and aspect ratio of (a) 0.25, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, and (d) 2.0.
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Figure 3.32 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 25% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.33 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 37.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.34 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 50% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.35 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 62.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.36 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 75% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.37 Same as Figure 3.31 except for a 87.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.38 Difference between the Monte Carlo Absorptance (actual) and the Corrected
Absorption by the Ackerman and Cox method for the second study. For a 12.5% cloud
fraction and aspect ratio of (a) 0.25, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, and (d) 2.0.
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Figure 3.39 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 25% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.40 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 37.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.41 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 50% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.42 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 62.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.43 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 75% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.44 Same as Figure 3.38 except for a 87.5% cloud fraction.
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Figure 3.45 System absorptance for conservative droplet scattering for different vapor
absorption, which yields t_ of (a) 0.995, (b) 0.976, (c) 0.952, and (d) 0.909 in the cloudy
portion.
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Figure 3.46 System reflectance for conservative droplet scattering for different vapor
absorption, which yields _ of (a) 0.995, (b) 0.976, (c) 0.952, and (d) 0.909 in the cloudy
portion.
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CHAPTER 4. LIQUID WATER CONTENT DATA SET
One of the greatest problems with cloud models has been considering them as
plane-parallel. Real data sets give the opportunity to study clouds as they really are,
inhomogeneous. The data sets are an asset by lending a better understanding of a cloud's
structure and how a cloud can interact with radiation. This can help in the long term by
more realistic cloud models in the end result. The data set that was used in this study is a
one dimension',d liquid water content (LWC) data set of marine stratocumulus clouds
taken by a PVM-100A probe on board a C-131A aircraft (Gerber et. al., 1994) during the
Atlantic Stratocumulus Experiment (ASTEX) project.
1. Description of the ASTEX project
The Atlantic Stratocumulus Experiment (ASTEX) project was held in the north
eastern part of the Atlantic Ocean fl'om June 1 to the 28th of 1992. The project was
conducted over a region that includes the Azores, Madeira and Canary Islands, these
islands can be found off the coast of North Africa and Spain.
The goal of the ASTEX project was to study the physical and meteorological
properties of marine stratocumulus and cumulus clouds. This study was created to look at
clouds in many different ways, where one approach was to make improvements on
dynamical, radiative, and microphysical models. Also the study hoped to improve the
understanding of how aerosols, cloud microphysics and chemistry impact upon the
properties of the whole cloud in order to develop better parameterizations for GCMs and
climate models. ASTEX also provided information to develop and test algolithms used by
satellites for retrieving cloud properties.
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The ASTEX project was conducted by several different government agencies but
was not limited to the United States; several countries were also involved in the project.
The activities were run by the Office of Naval Research, and was strongly supported by
NASA. Other agencies that were involved were the National Science Foundation, the
Department of Energy, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The
countries that were involved were the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Portugal,
Netherlands, Russia, and Spain. Altogether there were over 200 people involved in the
project.
The data collected during the project utilized many different platforms. The
platforms ranged from such things as ground and ship based instruments as well as
instruments on board aircraft, and satellite measurements. The satellites and aircraft that
flew in the upper atmosphere collected data that would be used to study clouds on a large-
scale. The aircraft that flew in the lower levels and the boundary layer collected
information on the turbulence and the smaller-scale properties of the cloud. Ship based
instruments made measurements at the surface as well as looking at the upper-air. Also
the ships along with the instruments placed on the islands were able to provide the
meteorological conditions and radiative fluxes at the surfaces, and data on the
temperatures, moisture and winds of the upper-air. The ship and ground based platforms
also were able to provide inlbrmation of the cloud properties at high temporal resolutions.
This study, in particular, used the liquid water content data that was collected by
the PVM-100A. The PVM-100A, along with many other instruments, were flown
onboard a C-131A aircraft that was operated by the University of Washington. The
University of Washington's goal was to collect data Ibr study of cloud physics and
aerosols.
2. PVM-100A
The PVM-100A is a relatively new microphysical sensor used to measure the
liquid water content (LWC) and the total particle surface area (PSA) of cloud droplets,
designed lbr the use on aircraft (Gerber, 1992). The technique used to make these
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measurementsis similar to a techniquedescribedby Wertheimerand Wilcock (1976).
Also the PVM-10(IA can provide the effectivedroplet radius, r_, from the relationship
re,_LWC/PSA(Gerberet. al., 1994).
The descriptionof the PVM-I()0A and how it works will follow Gerberet. al.
(1994). A moredetailedlook at the instrumentcanbefound in Gerber(1991, 1992)and
Gerberet. al. (1994).
The PVM-I(X)A is similar to the PVM-100, which is usedto makeground-based
measurementsof LWC (Gerber,1991).Thetwo instrumentsaresimilar in how theymake
measurements,butaredifferentin wheretheyareused. ThePVM-100A isdesignedto be
mountedon the outsideof anaircraft,andis ableto makein situ measurementsof cloud
LWC andPSA. Unlikeotherinstrumentsthatareusedto determineLWC thePVM-100A
andPVM-100 arenot dependentonhow fastthedropletspassthroughthe detector. The
instruments,instead,look at manydropletsatthesametimein acloud volume.
The PVM-100A's probe containsa hollow samplingtube in which the cloud
droplets will passthrough as the plane is flying. A laser beampassesthrough this
samplingtube where it interactswith a volume of the cloud droplets. The sampling
volumeis 1.25cm 3. The information from the probe is split into two different channels
and is then sent inside the aircraft to a set of electronics. The electronics then separates
the light scattered by the droplets from the background light where the signal is scaled and
a voltage is produced for LWC, PSA and r_.
The process by which the PVM-100A interacts with the cloud droplets starts with
a laser beam scattering light off cloud droplets in a given volume. Since cloud droplets
scatter light into mainly the near-forward direction a lens is placed on the other side of the
laser beam, which redirects the scattered beam from the droplets into a beam splitter. The
beam splitter divides the scattered light into two equal portions that are then redirected
into two different channels, one to measure LWC the other to measure PSA. The
scattered light is then directed onto a variable-transmission filter and sensor for each
channel. Each channel then derives the LWC and the PSA for that volume of cloud
droplets.
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TheLWC isderivedby thefollowingequation:
LWC = 4r19 f r3n(r)dr
3 J
where r is the cloud droplet radius, n(r) is the droplet size spectrum, and 9 = 1.0 g cm 3 is
the droplet density.
3. PVM-100A LWC Data from ASTEX
The PVM-100A took LWC measurements during the ASTEX project in June
1992 while aboard the University of Washington's C-131A aircraft. It was mounted
behind the nose of the aircraft and near other instruments designed to measure LWC, in
part for comparison (Gerber et. al., 1994).
The C-131A had an average flight speed close to 80 ms l and the sampling rate of
the data was l0 Hz, this implies that the resolution of the data is 8 m. The aircraft flew a
total of 16 trips during ASTEX, on three of those trips no marine stratocumulus clouds
were seen, therefore, there is no LWC data reported for those days with the PVM-100A.
The LWC data sets taken during the ASTEX project are represented in Figures 4.1
to 4.15. Each of the flight trips that the C-131A took were on individual days, so June 2,
1992 (Figure 4.1) was the ill'St of the flights and it is numbered Flight 1557. The only
days that do not have figures are the three days that there were no marine stratocumulus
clouds. Within each of the flights there were individual retrievals, made of the LWC data.
These retrievals are numbered consecutively throughout the ASTEX project. For example
in Figure 4.1 lbr June 2, 1992 data was collected three times, therefore, the data sets for
June 2, 1992 start the numbering at #1, #2, #3 (Figures 4.1, (a), (b), (c)), and so on. The
numbering system skips over #14 and #30, as these were not included in the original data
set. The data set #39 for June 22, 1992 was not included in the study due to a corrupted
data file.
LWC is the amount of liquid water, in mass, that is present in a unit volume. The
retrieved LWC data sets from the PVM-100A, in Figures 4.1 to 4.15, are given in terms of
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g m3. Eachof thedataset of g m-3is plotted againstthedistancein which the C-131A
aircraft flew during the retrieval. The starting point of eachof the retrievals will be
consideredto beat0 km andextendto thepoint at whichthelastdatapoint wastaken,at
or before 300 kin. To eliminateerrors due to possiblenoise in data segmentsthat
containeda smallamountof liquid water, a limit of 0.02 g m-3was placedon the LWC
data. Therefore,anydatapointlessthanor equalto 0.02g m3 wasconsideredto bezero.
Gapsin thedatathenareconsideredto beclear,cloudless,areasthat the C-131Apassed
throughduring its retrieval.
Eachof the LWC data setsis similar to what would be expectedfrom marine
stratocumulusclouds. A comparisonof theASTEX LWC datasetsfrom the PVM-100A
wasmadewith otherLWC devicesthat were on boardtheC-131A, and the PVM-100A
datasetswereconsideredto becomparableif not better(Gerberet.al., 1994).
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Figure 4.1 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 2, 1992 (a) #1, (b) #2, (c) #3.
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Figure 4.2 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 4, 1992 (a) #4, (b) #5, (c) #6.
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Figure 4.3 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 8, 1992 (a) #7, (b) #8, and June
12, 1992 (c) #9.
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Figure 4.4 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 12, 1992 (a) #10, (b) #11, (c)
#12.
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Figure 4.5 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 12, 1992 (a) #13, and June 13,
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Figure 4.6 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 13, 1992 (a) #17, (b) #18, (c)
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Figure 4.7 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 15, 1992 (a) #20, (b) #21, and
June 16, 1992 (c) #22.
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Figure 4.8 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 16, 1992 (a) #23, and June 17,
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Figure 4.9 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 17, 1992 (a) #26, (b) #27, (c)
#28.
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Figure 4.10 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 20, 1992 (a) #29, (b) #31 and
June 21, 1992 (c) #32.
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Figure 4.11 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 21, 1992 (a) #33, (b) #34,
(c) #35.
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Figure 4.12 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 22, 1992 (a) #36, (b) #37,
(c) #38.
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Figure 4.13 Liquid Water Content for flight tracks on June 22, 1992 (a) #40, (b) #41, and
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CHAPTER 5. DESCRIPTION OF WAVELET ANALYSIS
Data analysis is one of the most difficult and challenging parts of the process that
comes with any data set. Choosing the fight type of analysis can be difficult, but many
times the kind of analysis desired will help in choosing the fight technique. For many
years the technique used for analyzing the frequency spectrum of a data set has been the
Fourier transform. The Fourier translbrm is useful when looking at frequencies across the
whole signal, but it can not provide a time localization in the data. To remedy the time
localization a windowed Fourier transform can be used. The problem with this is that the
window in a Fourier u'ansform is defined over a fixed time period. This can cause an
overrepresentation of the higher lYequencies and an underrepresentation of the lower
frequencies (Lau and Weng, 1995). A fairly new technique called wavelet analysis tries to
solve this problem by using a window that can be stretched or compressed in time. In
order to give an introduction into the wavelet transform a history and background of the
wavelet transform will be given. A discussion of the mathematical theory along with some
wavelet examples will lbllow.
1. History and Background
Wavelet analysis is a relatively new tool for analyzing the spectral nature of a
signal at different resolutions. The theory of looking at a signal at different time scales, or
frequencies, to analyze the spectrum at different resolutions has existed in different forms
since the early 1900s (Rioul and Vetterli, 1991), but it never was combined into one
technique. It was not until the early 1980s that wavelets were developed into a unified
analysis tool by French geophysicists. They used strong mathematical foundations to
support the subject and called it "Ondelettes", or Wavelets (Morlet et al., 1982a,b;
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Grossmannand Morlet, 1984). Sincethe first introductionof wavelet theory therehas
beenanincreasein the interestandcontributiontowardits studyandapplication. Someof
themost influentialcontributorsto the theoryhavebeenMallat (1989)who playeda key
role in the useof multiresolutionanalysiswith waveletanalysis,and Daubechies(1992)
whodevelopedsomefundamentalorthogonalwavelets.
The applicationof waveletanalysishas becomevery diverseamongalmostall
fields of science. Many of theseinclude imageprocessing,imagecompression,optics,
analysisof turbulence,chaos,fractals,time seriesanalysisand evenmedicalresearchto
nameafew.
I I I
-10 -5 0 5 10
Figure5.1 Exampleof awaveletwhoseamplitudedampensoff towardzero. Realpart of
theMorletwavelet.
A waveletis not like a sineor cosinewave,which hasa constantamplitude,but
insteadis a wavethat startsout with wavecharacteristicsandwhoseamplitudedampens
or diesoff towardzero,ascanbeseenin Figure5.1. Thisdampeningof theamplitudeof
the wavegivesthe windowingeffect that is seenin windowedFourier transforms. The
differencecomesin howwaveletsexaminethedifferentfrequencies.Insteadof defininga
window that is constanthatime wheretheanalyzingwave'sfrequencychangesinsidethe
window, waveletanalysischangesthe sizeof the window in order to keepresolutionin
bothtime andfrequency.Dueto theuncertaintyprinciple(Chui, 1992)thereis atradeoff
betweenthetime andthefrequency.Thetimeresolutionbecomesarbitrarilygood at high
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frequenciesat the expenseof the frequencyresolution,while the frequencyresolution
becomesarbitrarily good at the lower frequenciesdue to the expenseof the time
resolution (Figure 5.2). The resizing of the wavelet window, by stretching and
compressing,isgeneralizedfrom thebasicwaveletfunctioncalledthe"mother"wavelet.
Figure 5.2
1995).
//,//////////////////
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The time series representation in time and frequency space (Lau and Weng,
Wavelets are usually classified into two different categories, orthogonal and
continuous wavelets. Orthogonal wavelets usually work in pairs, a wavelet function and a
scaling function. These are used to decompose a signal into two parts, the low frequency
components and the high frequency components. They are more suited for data
compression and modeling. Continuous wavelet functions stand alone and are used
primarily lbr signal processing. Although wavelets can be thought of as decomposing a
signal into different tYequencies, in wavelet space the signal is actually defined on different
scales, or changes in dilation.
Due to the flexibility of wavelets for both time and frequency they are useful for
analyzing a signal that may have information localized in time at different scales. Not only
can the mother wavelet be stretched and compressed it can be translated in space to cover
the whole signal. Therefore, a continuous wavelet can easily narrow in on the higher
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frequenciesandwidenfor thelower frequenciesThis allowswaveletsto beusefulin many
differentapplicationsof scienceincludingatmosphericsciences.The useof waveletsin
atmosphericsciencehasbeenincreasingdue to its popularity. Someof thosethat have
usedwaveletsin their analysisare Gollmer et al. (1995), Weng and Lau (1994), and
KumarandFoufoula-Georgiou(1994)alongwith manyothers.
2. Wavelets
Waveletscanbeusedbeyondone-dimensionaldatasets,but for a descriptionof
thebasicconceptsandfor theusein thisstudyone-dimensionaltheorywill beused.
Waveletsitself refersto a setof smallwavesthat arechangedby dilation,W(t) --->
W(at),andtranslation,q'(t) --->W(t + b). Thesetof wavesthatresultfrom changesto the
motherwavelet,_P(t),areusuallycalkeda familyof wavelets,or daughterwavelets.Each
of themembersof thefamilywill havethe sameshapeasthe motherwavelet,but will be
distortedby how it is dilatedandtranslated. Mathematicallythe membersof a wavelet
familyaredefinedas
___!_1
%,_(t)=(a)L,, - k a ) (5.1)
where b is the translation, a the scale or dilation of the wavelet, and tIJb,a(t) are the
wavelets or family members, Figure 5.3 demonstrates the dilation and translation. The
term (a) xa is an energy normalization factor which keeps the energy of each wavelet the
same as the mother wavelet (Lau and Weng, 1995). The wavelet transform
mathematically is not much unlike the Fourier transform and is expressed as
W(b,a) = i.f'(t)ud_,,u(t)dt- l i f(t)ud(_S_-)dt (5.2)
__ (a) L''--2
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where the f(t) is the data. As with Fourier U'ansforms the data can be reconstructed by an
inversion formula
f(t)=-_viiWba(t)W(b,a)dadb_. a2 (5.3)
where
^
C, = do) <
0
(5.4)
^
and te is the Fourier transform of W.
The function that describes a wavelet can be about any function as long as it meets
two conditions. The first condition was already discussed and is that the function has to
be able to be translated and dilated. The other condition is in two parts (i) the wave
amplitude must have a fast decay, and (ii) the function must meet the admissibility
condition. The admissibility condition basically means that the function must have finite
length and a bounded magnitude (Gollmer, 1994). Equation (5.4) is the more abstract
way of expressing it, but it can be expressed as having a zero mean giving
i ud(t)dt = 0 (5.5)
The first ensures that it is not a sustained wave and the second is that it is wave like.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the decaying amplitude. The admissibility condition along
with the requirement that it decays in amplitude is why the function W(t) is called a
wavelet.
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Figure 5.3 The Morlet wavelet translated and dilated (a) a=l, b--q) (mother wavelet), (b)
a=l, b=-5, (c) a=2, b=0, and (d) a=2, b=5.
a. Continuous Wavelets
Continuous wavelet functions are usually the most flexible transforms to be used in
time series analysis. The type of function used will usually depend on the type of
information needed. There are two categories of continuous wavelet functions, real-
valued wavelets and complex-valued wavelets. Both types of wavelets will provide
information through the real coefficients and the modulus, which is the energy density of
the signal. The complex-valued wavelets can also provide information on the phase of the
signal, which detects singularities and measures instantaneous frequencies (Weng and Lau,
1994).
An example of a real-valued continuous wavelet is the Mexican Hat, shown in
Figure 5.4. This wavelet is a second derivative of the Gaussian function where the
lOl
constantsare chosensuch that IIWII2 = 1 (Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou,1994). The
waveletfunctionis
2 1/4 12)e-t:12W(t) = ----_rC- (1 --
,/3
(5.6)
I
-10 -5 5 10
I
o
Figure 5.4 Mexican hat wavelet.
The Mexican hat and other second derivatives of smoothing functions have been used in
edge detection applications (Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1994).
Within the complex-valued wavelets the most widely used continuous wavelet
function is the Morlet, Figures 5.1 and 5.3 are examples of the real part. The Morlet is
another Gaussian type of function where the Gaussian function is the window, while the
rest of the function is the wave part. The function for the Morlet is given by
W(t) = eiC'e -°'': _) (5.7)
For the Morlet to be considered a wavelet the constant C must be > 5.
The Morlet wavelet's popularity is due to its flexibility in its applications. For
examples of the use of the Morlet see Lau and Weng (1995), Weng and Lau (1994),
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Meyers et al. (1993), and Spedding et al. (1993). The Morlet wavelet is the wavelet
function of choice for this study.
The reason for terming these wavelets as continuous is because in theory the
parameters for dilation, a, and u'anslation, b, must be continuous. This is an advantage
over other types of wavelets in that every scale of the spectrum can be analyzed for the
signal. The dilation can start out infinitely small and can be stretched in any size
increments. Unfortunately for practical applications in order for the parameters to
maintain continuity, they have to be defined in discrete intervals. When the parameters a
and b are considered to be discrete values, equation (5.1) can be written as
tP,.,.(t) = ,, hu 7,,
(Jo
(5.8)
where a and b > 1 and m,n are integers. The scales of analysis must be chosen in
incremental steps from largest to smallest to get as much information as needed. One
special group of discrete wavelets are the orthogonal wavelets.
b. Orthogonal Wavelets
The discrete wavelets that form an orthogonal basis are considered orthogonal
wavelets. This basis is consU'ucted from the following relationship:
f udj._(t)W_.._.(t)dt = 8 ji.5 _. (5.9)
where 5 0 is the Kronecker delta. This implies that the individual wavelets are orthogonal
to their dilates, a, and their translates, b. This changes equation (5.8) to the form
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W_,i(t) = 2J_2W(2Jt- i) (5.1o)
where a = 2j and b = 2Ji.
Orthogonal wavelets as was mentioned earlier come in pairs, the wavelet function
and the scaling function. The scaling function _j._ acts as a low pass filter which can be
used to smooth the signal. Whatever is lost by the scaling function in analyzing the data
can be compensated by the wavelet function (Gollmer, 1994). Between both functions a
signal can be decomposed into wavelet space and then completely reconstructed.
The simplest orthogonal wavelet and the first of all wavelets is the Haar wavelet.
The function for the Haar wavelet is
1, 0<t<1/2
hu(t)= -1, 1/2<t<1
O, otherwise
(5.11)
and the scaling function is the box function given by
1, 0<t<1/2
O(t)= 1, 1/2<t<1
O, otherwise
(5.12)
The Haar wavelet itself is not well suited for use in analyzing data, but is useful for
explaining how wavelet analysis is done.
There are many other orthogonal wavelet functions, some of the most fundamental
and widely used were developed by Daubechies (1992). The Daubechies wavelets are
used in almost every situation which involves the use of orthogonal wavelets. Within the
atmospheric sciences Gollmer (1994) used one of the Daubechies wavelets to analyze
liquid water path data to develop a one dimensional cloud model.
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3. Scalograms
One of the most common ways of illustrating the coefficients of a continuous
wavelet analysis is through the use of a scalogram. The scalogram takes the analysis of a
signal at each of the dilations, scales, and represents it in a 2-D image. Each row of the
scalogram is a representation of the analysis determined at a particular scale. The rows
are a logarithmic scale of the frequency, highest frequency at the top and lowest frequency
at the bottom. As was mentioned before the term scale can be proportional to the
frequency. The rows are a linear representation in time, this is usually the horizontal axis.
Figure 5.5 is an example of a wavelet analysis using the Morlet wavelet on a sine function,
Figure 5.5a, that changes frequency midway through the signal.
Figure 5.5b is the scalogram that represents the real parts of the wavelet
coefficients, they represent both the intensity and the phase combined. The real scalogram
can be used to find periodic trends in the data. The example in Figure 5.5b illustrates the
oscillation in the sine wave by the oscillation of the positive and negative real coefficients
between scale 6.0 and 7.0 for the lower frequency, and between scale 5.(I and 6.0 for the
higher frequency.
Figure 5.5c is the modulus scalogram of the wavelet coefficients, the modulus
represents the energy of the signal in both time and scale, or frequency. The modulus is
useful in determining the strength of the signal in the wavelet domain, it can also pinpoint
changes in the scale of the signal. From Figure 5.5c the dominant energies at the
particular scales, or frequencies, of both waves are easily tbund. Also the point where the
frequency changes can be determined.
Figure 5.5d is the phase scalogram of the wavelet coefficients, this representation
can only be used when the wavelet function is complex. The phase scalogram can detect
singularities or sudden changes by the convergence of the phase lines (Weng and Lau,
1994). At each scale there is a decrease in the phase, from rc to -Tt. After it reaches -re it
starts back over again at re. From Figure 5.5d the location at which the frequency changes
is easily located between the 51)0.0 and 625.0 time markers.
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Figure 5.5 Wavelet transform using the Morlet wavelet function of a sine wave, (a), that
changes frequency midway through the signal. 5.5b is the scalogram of the real
coefficients, 5.5c is the scalogram of the modulus and 5.5d is the scalogram of the phase.
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CHAPTER 6. LIQUID WATER CONTENT ANALYSIS
The scales of the Liquid Water Content (LWC) data sets from ASTEX are
analyzed in this chapter. The two techniques used to analyze the scales are the power
spectrum from the Fourier Transform, and the scalograms from the Wavelet Transform.
The purpose of this part of the study is to look at the relationship between higher and
lower scales in a turbulent marine stratocumulus cloud structure.
1. Method of Analysis
To analyze the scales of the LWC data both wavelet analysis and Fourier
transforms were used. Even though wavelets have a definite advantage over Fourier
analysis for de'fling with localizing scales in time and space, the power spectrum from the
Fourier transform is still very useful. The power spectrum can be used to look at the
trends in the frequency of the data to indicate relationships between different wavelengths,
or scales, of the data.
a. Fourier Analysis
A Fourier translbrm was applied to each of the LWC data sets from the PVM-
100A probe during ASTEX. The power spectrum of each of the fouriered data sets was
calculated. Eighteen of the power spectrums were averaged together in order to eliminate
most of the noise. The slope of the averaged power spectrum was analyzed for
relationships between scales; this will be discussed later.
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b. Wavelet Analysis
The mother wavelet chosen for this analysis is the Morlet wavelet. The Morlet
wavelet was chosen mainly because it is a continuous and complex wavelet. It also has
proven itself to be very flexible in many other areas of science. The complex Morlet is
able to localize the signaling in both time and frequency continuously (Weng and Lau,
1994).
Since the wavelet analysis can represent its coefficients in a 2-D format, called a
scalogram, the amount of computer time and space limits the amount of data that can be
analyzed. Therefore, only marine stratocumulus cloud segments of the data were chosen
to keep the analysis strictly to that of the clouds and to be more efficient with computer
space and time. Due to marine stratocumulus clouds having large cloud fractions and very
small aspect ratios, 1000 to 4000 data points were considered sufficient as a data sample
to represent a cloud. Since the resolution gathered by the PVM-100A is 8 m for each data
point the analyzed cloud segment becomes 8 to 32 km. Another important requirement
for the data sample is that it must have stationarity with little or no breaks in the cloud.
This was done to represent marine stratocumulus clouds and to avoid errors in the
analysis. The PVM-100A data files where a data sample could be taken meeting the
above conditions are June 2 #1, #2, #3; June 4 #4; June 8 #8, #9; June 12 #10, #11, #12,
#13; June 13 #15, #16, #18, #19; June 15 #20; June 16 #22; June 17 #24, #25, #26, #27,
#28; June 20 #31; June 21 #35; June 22 #36, #38; and June 23 #42, where each number is
a separate flight track represented in Figures 4.1 to 4.15.
Before the data sample was analyzed with the wavelet transform it was detrended, and
each end was padded to make it appear periodic. Detrending the data sample is simply
calculating the slope of the data, subtracting the line fitting the slope from the data, and
then adding back in the original mean of the data sample. An example of a data sample
before and after detrending is shown in Figure 6.1. The detrending of the data left the
over all structure of the data but eliminated the trend so that when each end is padded the
data sample would still remain stationary. The Morlet wavelet transforms, as well as many
others, have edge effects at the beginning and end of the scalogram. This edge
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Figure 6.1 LWC data sample from flight track #15 on June 13, 1992, where (a) is the data
containing the trend and (b) is the data without the trend.
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effectshowsupat theedgesof the largerscalesof themodulusscalogramandcausesthe
analysisto beunreliable.To minimizethis,approximately200datapointswerepaddedon
either end of the data sampleto assumingperiodicity. Alter the wavelet analysisis
performedthe200or socoefficientsoneitherendarediscarded.
Although thenumberof scalesfrom the smallestto the largestcanbe infinitedue
to the continuity of the wavelet function, realistic limitations require that the steps
betweenscalesmustbespecifieddiscretely. How smallthestepwill bedependsuponthe
resolutionallowedby the technologyusedandhow muchaccuracyis needed.Thestudy
usedanoctave/voiceconceptIbr steppingonescaleto thenext. Justlike in musicwhere
eachstepin a musicalscalecanbeconsidereda voice,or note,andeveryeighthvoice is
consideredanoctave,the samecanbe appliedto the steppingof the scalesin wavelets.
An octave can loosely be considered as doubling the scale, or wavelength. The number of
voices will depend upon the need for accuracy. For the scalograms in this study the
number of octaves, m, and the voices, v, were each set to ten. To incorporate this
octave/voice concept in the scale parameter of the wavelet transform, a, the following
expression is used:
a(m,v) = 2 {"'''_v (6.1)
where n = m*v. As was noted in the previous chapter, due to the uncertainty principle
with each increase in an octave, the wavelength or frequency accuracy doubles but the
time accuracy reduces by halt'.
In this study the scales can be considered equivalent to wavelengths or wave
numbers instead of frequency and time. The reason for this is that the data samples are
taken over small time segments making analysis on a time scale unrealistic.
The resulting scalograms from this study do not contain all of the octaves and
voices that are originally defined. The scales below the Nyquist frequency are discarded
since there is no information that can be determined from them. Therefore, the smallest
scale of the scalogram, top of the scalogram, will be the wave number, k, associated with
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the Nyquist frequency. Sincethe frequencyat which the data is retrievedis 10Hz the
Nyquist frequencywill be 5Hz. With a resolutionof 8 metersthe wave numberthat is
associatedwith theNyquistwill be392.7km-1. Eachoctavethenwill bea doublingof the
wavelengthor ahalvingof thewavenumber.
An exampleof how thescalogramis setupis shownin Figure6.2. This is thesame
waveletexampleof the sine function usedin the previouschapter,without the phase
scalogram.In thepreviouschaptereachoctaveon thescalogramwassequentiallylabeled
on the vertical axis starting from the Nyquist frequency, and the horizontal axis
representedeachpoint. In thecurrent scalogramexamplethe axesare relabeledto have
the samecharacteristicsof the LWC data from ASTEX. Insteadof labelingthe vertical
axisfor scaleit is labeledfor wavenumber,andthe horizontalaxis is distanceinsteadof
time whereeachpointis 8m long.
For mostdisciplinesof sciencethe scalogramis usedfor locatingdominantscales
or scalerangesin time,alsolocatingtrendsandperiodicity. Sincethisstudy is looking at
the relationshipsbetweenscalesthe analysismust go one step further. From Fourier
analysisandKolmogorov theory, thecorrelationof the energyfrom the modulusat two
scalesis similar to thecorrelationof thevariability at two scales.Therefore,thevariability
of eachscalein themodulusscalogramwascomputedby takingthe standarddeviationat
eachscale. Figure 6.3 is an exampleof the standarddeviation for each scaleof the
modulusscalogramof the sinewave in Figure 6.2c. To comparethe variability of two
scalesaratiowastakenof thesmallerscaleto thelargerscale.
2. Analysis
From both of the analysismethodsa strong correlation can be found between
scalesof a marinestratocumuluscloud. The Fourierpowerspectrumslopeindicatesthis
correlation by Kolmogorov (1941). The wavelet standarddeviation ratios show the
correlationsbetweennotonly theoctavesbut atsmallerstepsin scale.
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Figure 6.2 Wavelet scalogram with the vertical axis as wave number (km 1) and horizontal
axis as distance (km) for the sine wave function (a). 6.2b is the scalogram of the real
coefficients and 5.5c is the scalogram of the modulus.
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Figure 6.3 The standard deviation of each scale of the modulus scalogram from the two
frequency sine example.
a. Power Spectrum
Figure 6.4 is the averaged Fourier transform power spectrum of the 18 LWC data
files. The power spectrum exhibits a definite slope from smaller to larger wave numbers.
This indicates that the energy is being transferred from the larger to the smaller scales in
the cloud due to its turbulent characteristics. Since the absolute value of the slope of the
power spectrum, m = 2.55, is greater than the "5/3" law (Kolmogorov, 1941) the energy
is not evenly distributed among the scales of the cloud. It can be assumed that when the
absolute value of the power spectrum slope is greater than 5/3 that there is more energy in
the larger scales than in the smaller scales; loosely, this can indicate cloud development.
If, on the other hand, the absolute value of the slope is less than 5/3 then there is more
energy in the smaller scales and possible cloud dissipation. Since the absolute value of the
slope in Figure 6.4 is greater than 5/3 it will be considered that from the LWC data there is
more energy in the larger scales and cloud development could be taking place.
An interesting thing to note in the power spectrum is a scale break toward the
higher wave numbers, between 100 to 200 km _. This break in scale changes the absolute
value power spectrum slope to greater than 5.0. The break has also been observed by
Gollmer (1994) while looking at Landsat liquid water path data of marine stratocumulus
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ASTEX project.
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clouds. Heexplainedthatthescalebreakwaspossiblydueto dynamicor radiativeeffects
in theclouds. Daviset al. (1996)alsoobserveda similarscalebreakin theASTEX LWC
dataandsuspectedthatit wasdueto thepresenceof largejumps at thesmallerscales.
b. Wavelet Analysis
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 displays the time series and associated modulus scalogram for
four of the data samples. As was pointed out before, the modulus scalogram represents
the modulus, or energy, calculated from the complex coefficients of the wavelets at
different scales. Each scale is an increase in the voice and is represented by a different row
in the scalogram. In Figures 6.5 and 6.6 the vertical axis is a plot of the scale where in this
case scale has been equated with wave number in km -_. The scalograms are useful in
pinpointing the location of events at a given time or distance interval. For example there
is a pronounced maximum in the modulus for the June 8 time series (Figure 6.5c) as
shown in Figure 6.5d between wave number octaves 12.3 and 6.1 km -1 and halfway
between 8.0 and 12.{) km. This indicates that a scale of 0.5 to 1.0 km (12.3 to 6.1 wave
numbers) exists in the cloud for a time equivalent distance of approximately 1.0 km. A
more important detail that appears in "all four of the modulus plots, is that the higher
magnitudes of the modulus, or energy, is in the bottom portion of the scalogram or at the
larger scales. This helps in verifying the Fourier power spectrum (Figure 6.4) which
indicated that there is more energy at larger scales than at smaller scales.
Figure 6.7 though 6.9 displays standard deviation ratios of the smaller scale to the
larger scale at three different intervals. The horizontal axis represents the ratio of standard
deviations of two scales for a data sample modulus scalogram. The first interval (Figure
6.7) is a ratio between the octaves, the second interval (Figure 6.8) is a five voice ratio,
and the third interval (Figure 6.9) is a four voice ratio. The first thing to note is the
comparison of the standard deviation at the smallest scales, between the first and second
octave (Figures 6.7a, 6.8a and 6.9a), the ratio is greater than 1.0. A ratio greater than 1.0
would indicate that there is more energy at the smaller scale than the larger scale. This
would differ with the original premise that the larger scales have more energy. The larger
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Figure 6.5 Time series data samples and modulus scalograms where wave number is in
units of km", and darker areas correspond to higher magnitudes and lighter areas
correspond to lower magnitudes in the scalograms. For time series from (a) June 2, 1992
and (c) June 8, 1992 along with their modulus scalograms (b) and (d) respectively.
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ratios are not due to more energy at smaller scales but due to the noise at these scales. In
order to look at the correlation between the data and the wavelet at the smallest scales, the
wavelet scaling parameter, a, must be set very small. This causes the analysis to be done
with a very narrow looking wavelet. Consider Figure 5.3a where the scaling parameter is
so small that the resulting wavelet appears as a straight line. This will result in the noise in
the data taking over and biasing the analysis at the smaller scales. The noise in the data ks
evident in the power spectrum (Figure 6.4) by the flattening out of the energy into a white
noise pattern. Also the ratio is greater than 1.0 between the second two octaves (Figures
6.7b, 6.8b and 6.9b), not as much as between the first octave, but still greater than 1.0.
Wavelets are not as good as Fourier analysis at filtering the noise, therefore, some of the
noise seen in the ratios between the first two octaves leaks over to the ratios taken
between the second two octaves causing the ratio to appear larger.
The standard deviation ratios beyond the noise barrier indicate a good correlation
between the smaller and larger scales. The mean of the ratios are approximately less than
1.0 for all of the plots, these range from 0.7 to 0.9, indicating that the variability, or
energy, is greater in the larger scales.
The mean value of the ratio increases towards 1.0 as the interval between the
scales decreases. This can be seen by comparing the ratios between the octaves (Figure
6.10a) and the ratios between the interval of four voices (Figure 6.10c). Figure 6.10
displays the mean value of the ratios where the horizontal axis represents each ratio. This
just indicates that as the interval of comparison between the variability of scales becomes
smaller the energies are closer. It must be noted that the size of the interval is not linear,
the interval needs to be much smaller at the larger scales than at the smaller scales to have
the same mean value since the variability is higher at the larger scales. As the interval
between the scales approaches an infinitesimally small interval the mean of the ratio will
approach 1.0.
A step further could be taken in this study by ratioing the local variations in energy
of a single scalogram. This is left for future study.
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Figure 6.7 Ratio of the wavelet's standard deviation of the octaves, where the numerator
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data sample for which the wavelet was computed.
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Figure 6.9 Same as figure 6.8 except for an interval of four scales.
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starting from the smallest scale ratioed to the next sized scale at the left up to the ratio of
the largest scales at the right.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Two different studies have been conducted to look at clouds and their effect on the
atmosphere. The goal of the first study was to examine the radiative properties of the
cloud through the use of Monte Carlo models. A focus was given especially to the
absorption of photons in the visible and near-infrared part of the spectrum. This was due
to recent findings of clouds absorbing more solar radiation than previously determined
from radiative transfer theory. The second study focused more on the inhomogeneous
nature of the cloud in order to find some relationship between the spectral scales within
the cloud itself. This part of the study used both Fourier and wavelet transforms to
decompose the clouds into frequency space.
In the first study the Monte Carlo looked first at absorption by a cloud that became
progressively more inhomogeneous by the use of a cloud model cascade routine. From
the result of the mean system absorptance, reflectance and transmittance, as the cloud
became more inhomogeneous both the absorption and reflection of photons decreased
while the transmittance increased. This indicates that the excess absorption observed from
clouds may not be due to their inhomogeneity. The cloud Ibrcing ratio remained basically
unchanged giving indication that the absorption remained the same. This showed that the
cloud forcing ratio does not become affected by increases or decreases in the
inhomogeneity of the cloud.
The next step was to look at how the cloud absorbs solar and infrared radiation for
two cases in a simplified cloud model. The simplified cloud model was a cloud/clear
system where the cloud was considered homogeneous. Monte Carlo runs were made for
different geometric and optical properties of the cloud. The first case examined
absorption for a cloud that has conservative droplet scattering for different vapor
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absorption potentials, and the second case looked at absorption by cloud droplets but not
for vapor in the vapor absorption windows. Both cases were considered similar to
looking at the absorption in visible and near-infrared wavelengths for vapor and liquid
water.
The first focus of the simplified cloud model analysis was to examine how the local
absorptance of solar radiation in clouds is calculated given local reflectance and local
transmittance. It was concluded that the apparent absorptance was not always correct
when calculated for non plane-parallel cloud systems, giving negative absorptances. The
next step was to test a correction method for calculating near-infrared absorptances
introduced by Ackerman and Cox (1982) and used by Hayasaka et al. (1995). The
correction method worked well lbr nearly plane parallel clouds where the optical
properties are homogeneous in the first case. It did not work well in the second case Ibr
near plane-parallel clouds by overestimating the absorption in the clear portions and
causing large errors. The correction method when compared to actual absorptances from
the Monte Carlo was lbund to overestimate and underestimate the absorptance at a cloud
edge especially for the second case. These Monte Carlo cases dealt with specific spectral
regions and concluded that much caution should be used when using the correction
method, or similar correction methods for spectral regions. On the other hand Hayasaka
et al. (1995) lbund the correction method to work well across the broad band. The
correction method was found to not give reliable results for a cloud field with broken
cloud cover.
From the Monte Carlo model calculations the mean absorptance and reflectance
were plotted against the cloud fraction for both studies (Figures 3.45 to 3.48) for all cloud
geometries and optical properties. From these plots the ratio of the effective cloud
fraction to the actual cloud fraction, NdNc, could be examined from both the perspective
of the reflectance and the absorptance. For the first case the ratio determined by the
absorptance was found to be near unity for smaller single scatter albedos, which agreed
with that found by the reflectance. This was not true for the second case, the absorptance
plots showed that as the cloud's single scatter albedo decreased the ratio increased away
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from unityespeciallylbr cloudswith higheraspectratios. The reflectancefor thesecond
caseindicatedthat the ratio was greater than unity but was decreasingtoward unity
instead of increasing. This created a contradiction between the reflectance and
absorptanceon thesizeof theeffectivecloudfraction.
Thenext focuswason theedgeof thecloudin thesimplifiedcloud model. From
the transmittanceand reflectanceplots (Figures3.5-3.28a andb) the edgeof thecloud
could be detecteddue to the photonsleakinginto that part of the systemandcausinga
maximum,or spike,to develop. This wasespeciallyevidentfrom the Monte Carlo runs
where conservativescatteringwas assumedfor modeling visible wavelengths. The
reflectancewasconsideredto be themore importantradiativepropertysincethis is what
the satellitewill seein the visibleand near-infrared. The cloud edgebecameharder to
detectdue to two differenteffects,geometriceffectsandradiativeeffects. As thecloud's
aspectratio increased,themaximumin reflectancemovedfrom theedgeof the cloud to
the centerof the cloud m_ing it harderto determine. Also as the cloud's absorption
ability wasincreasedto modelnear-infraredwavelengths,the spikedecreasedto whereit
would flattenout for themoreabsorbingclouds,i.e. lower singlescatteralbedos. Since
therecanbe anoverestimateof retrievedoptical depthsat cloud edgesfrom satellites,it
wasconcludedthat a correctioncould be appliedby comparingvisibleandnear-infrared
channels.It wassuggestedthat thecomparisonbedoneby focusingon the differencein
magnitudeof thespikeatthetwo differentwavelengths.
Futurework with theMonteCarlowill be to examinethebroadbandeffects,and
that morestudycouldbedoneon theeffectivecloudfraction. The first part is to examine
the correctionmethodfor useacrossthe broadband and to confirm Hayasakaet al.'s
(1995) results. For the effective cloud fraction the ratio from both reflectanceand
absorptanceneedsto beexaminedatotherzenithandazimuthangles.
Also, and more importantly, future work will focus on examiningthe excess
absorptionin specificspectralregions. Sincestudyingthe inhomogeneityof cloudswas
found to give a decreasein absorptionand not an excessthe nextstep is to look at the
absorptionof solarradiationin specificspectralregions(Harshvardhanet al., 1996).
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The secondstudyexaminedthe inhomogeneousnatureof cloudsfocusingon the
relationshipof the scales,or wavelengths,of a cloud in frequencyspace. The analysis
examinedonedimensionalLWC datatakenduringtheASTEX projectwith a PVM-100A
probe(Gerberet al., 1994). The datawaschosento representa marinestratocumulus
cloud. To do the analysisbothFourierandcontinuouswavelettransformswereusedto
breakthe dataup into differentscales.The slopeof thepower spectrum,calculatedfrom
theFouriertransforms,wasfoundto haveanabsolutevaluegreaterthan the5/3 rule, this
indicatedthattheenergyin thecloudis not evenlydistributedamongthe scales.Sincethe
slopeis greaterthan5/3 it canbesaidthat thereis moreenergyin the largerscalesthanin
the smallerscales. This was confirmedby the wavelet transformmodulusscalograms,
whichrepresentstheenergyof eachscalein a two dimensionalformat. Sincecomparing
thevariabilityof two scalesis similar to comparingtheenergyof two scalesthe standard
deviationof smallerscaleswascomparedto thestandarddeviationat largerscalesfor all
datasamples.The variabilitycomparisonlbund that the energywasgreaterat the larger
scales.
Futurework with thewavelettranslbrmswould be to look at a comparisonof the
variability at two differentscalesIbr localizedsectionsof the scalogram.For this study
the standarddeviation was calculatedlbr all the coefficients in each scale of the
scalogram. Due to the ability of waveletsto do analysisfor a specific time or spatial
location in a scalethe next logical step would be to comparethe variability at specific
locationswithin thescalogram.
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